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Thank you for this investment

Listen for. . .
• 8 ways to boil facts down into a newsworthy
story
• Lots of specific, concrete examples of these
principles in action
• First, QUICK review of fundamentals

Cara

Anatomy of a perfect pitch
• Customized intro
• Guts of the story
– Explain the story, why it matters, and why it
matters NOW, in one paragraph

• Call to action and/or opportunity for further
information

Newsworthiness fundamentals?

Newsworthiness fundamentals?
•
•
•
•
•

Timeliness
Proximity (local angle)
Impact
Celebrity/stature
Human interest
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We need to go further
• Fewer journalists. Less time. Impatient
bloggers. Better angles required.
• “If you weren’t pitching this, would you still be
interested by it?”

8 story “boosters”
• How to meet these new needs of journalists

1. Process stories
• Result or event isn’t that interesting, how
about the process?
• Great for boring new products or routine
events
• Can help take a good event even further

Dear (science journalist),
(Intro)
A Brigham Young University biologist has
developed a "bird breathalyzer" to determine
whether sparrows and warblers are migrating
under the influence of bayberries, gnats, or
other foods in an effort to help protect the right
kinds of habitats for the traveling birds.
Would you like more information . . .?
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2. Find unorthodox beats
• Choose an angle that will appeal to someone
other than your industry’s beat reporter

Dear (aerospace reporter),
(Intro)
With the success of Predators and Global Hawks in Afghanistan, I
thought your readers would be interested in the progress of the
next generation of unmanned surveillance technology being
developed by university students from all over the world.
Sponsored by NASA, the 6th Micro Air Vehicle Competition will
feature airplanes shorter than 8 inches that are capable of
photographing a small symbol 600 meters from a launch site.
(See a photo here: [URL]). Students from the Ivy League to South
Korea will compete at the BYU-hosted event on Friday, April 12,
in Provo, Utah.
(Call to action)
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3. Frame pitch around PEOPLE
• Product or service story: people that your
company touches or changes
• Who are the REAL people behind the story?

What would you do?

What would you do?
Sara at a children’s hospital
• Blood clinic trying to find new ways to attract and
motivate donors
• High-profile patient needed 100+ units of blood
• Family willing to come to clinic to thank workers and
donors
• What else could be done? How would you pitch it?

4. Tie to a trend
• They’re going to use an example, why not
yours?
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4. Tie to a trend

Ken Li

• To journalists, three examples make a trend
• Be an example for an existing trend
• Even better, suggest a new trend and find two
other examples

Dear Jon,
...
I represent MBR, a company that helps pharma companies analyze drugs
for safety and other characteristics before clinical trials. Below is a release
about MBR’s growth and somewhat ironic expansion “home” to the former
Pharmacia campus where the CEO once worked. Starting with six
employees, MBR now has 40 and the company has doubled in revenue
each year.
Reps from both XXXX (Tracy xxxxxxx, Head of Marketing; 630.260.1981)
and XXX (Peter xxxxx, COO; 312.421.8876) confirm growth similar to
MBR’s.
If interested in writing about the rise of these companies from Pharmacia’s
ashes, I would be happy to help.
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5. Tie in to media agenda

Promoting English research?

• Tie your news to a current event

•
•
•
•

In the fall, English professor. . .
Writing a book about a pirate. . .
Who was a woman. . .
Who was IRISH!

Stat geeks and sports
• In the fall, we found out about statisticians
applying their methods to help the BYU
volleyball team improve
• Had worked for U.S. Olympic volleyball team
• Will work for Philadelphia Eagles after the
football season

Mary
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What would you do?
Mary Dondiego, VitalSmarts, Inc.
• Fall book launch
• Crucial Confrontations tells people how to
conduct the difficult and painful conversations
in their lives
• One co-author is particularly good at media
interviews and giving brief tips from the book

Result = Today live interview

“You don’t have to be a pushover to make friends in
political discussions,” says Joseph Grenny, co-author
of Crucial Confrontations: Tools for Resolving Broken
Promises, Violated Expectations, and Bad Behavior.
“It’s possible to be 100 percent candid and 100
percent respectful in any discussion – even when
disagreeing over your favorite candidate!”
Grenny offers a few tips for improving the outcome
of any disagreement:

5. Tie in to media agenda
• Predictable upcoming events:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

White House activities
Anniversaries of historical events
Holiday, seasons
Grammy’s
Oscars
Super Bowl
Olympics

6. Find safe conflict
• Find a relevant controversy
• Be sure negativity doesn’t rub off on your
client
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Pitch
• “A new study shows bear spray is more
effective than guns at deterring aggressive
bears.”

Microsoft transition

7. Leverage existing assets

• WSJ story

• Brainstorm a list of your organization’s
resources
• Pair them in unique ways
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BYU’s competition math team
• How do you get people to care about math?
• Answer was staring us in the face . . .
• Shoot a rap video about them

Hey Jenna,
March Madness and Pi Day collide in this
Mathlete rap music video:
http://youtu.be/0AGT4M3Z1OM
I can send you more details if you decide this
fits.
Joe Hadfield
BYU Media Relations Manager
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Q&A coming up

8. Exploit pop culture
• Every outlet moving in this direction
• Can quickly convey complex concepts

“Bright students getting a unique
education”
• Honors class that has been taught for 13 years
• Students run the class and do all the research;
professor merely observes
• Premise is the students are marooned on an
island and must build an airplane to get off
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Subject line/headline
• Hire a Dwight Schrute for a better performing
team, says BYU study

4 templates for subject lines that
get your emails opened

Your thoughts and questions?
• (Mathletes video at bit.ly/BYUmathletes)

• Visit www.michaelsmartpr.com
• Sign up for free weekly email pitching and
writing tips
• Unsubscribe anytime
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Please stay in touch

michael@MichaelSmartPR.com
Twitter: @MichaelSmartPR
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